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The United Headsets Max 75 is an entry-level 
wireless Bluetooth™ headset for office, work-at-home 
and Unified Communication users, who want to use  
a professional wireless headset for an affordable price. 

With this comfortable Plug & Play headset, with
a range of up to 30 meters, you can roam freely
allowing you to create the most ideal working  
environment and most comfortable work style.  
 
The United Headsets Max 75 can be connected with 
two Bluetooth™ devices at the same time. This makes  
it easy to switch between (smart) phone and PC.  
Deploy the headset quickly with the universal and  
optional BTD75 Bluetooth™ adapter.

By connecting this MS Teams compatible headset  
to your PC with the supplied USB cable, it can be 
charged and used as a wired USB headset at the same 
time.



Features

Technical specifications

Headset USB-C | laptop/PC/Mac USB-A; charge the headset when using it in USB-mode
Use the included USB-C cable (1m) to connect to a PC USB-A port and use it as a USB headset 
Bluetooth 5.0
PowerClass Class1
Communication distance ≧30m
Multi-point connection can connect 2 devices at the same time; can remember up to 8 paired devices
Supports the Bluetooth™ profile A2DP, AVRCP, HSP, HFP 
Compatible with Microsoft Teams and other UC platforms

CONNECTION

USB Type-C charging port | USB-A port PC
Battery capacity: 280mAH
Battery type: Lithium Ion
24h talk time 
3h charging time 
Up to 20 days standby time 

POWER SUPPLY

Up to 24 hours of talk time

Superior Noise Cancelling microphone

Echo cancellation and noise suppression using DSP

Neodymium speakers deliver more powerful and richer sound

Leatherette ear cushions provide all-day comfort

Wireless range of up to 30 meters

Plug & Play: fast deployment - also without BTD75 dongle

Connects to 2 Bluetooth devices at the same time

Frequency Range 20-20kHz
Sensitivity @1KHz of 102dB ±3dB
Supports sound limits up to 118 dBSPL
Binaural stereo 

SPEAKER

Electret directional microphone
Frequency Range of 150Hz-10kHz
Sensitivity @1KHz of -42dB

MICROPHONE

Indicator light for mute, low battery, charging, call, Bluetooth™, power ON/OFF
Button for call answer/end, mute/power ON/OFF, volume up/down

INTERACTIVE FUNCTION

Mandatory authentication CE/FCC/RoHS

INTERACTIVE FUNCTION

Weight of the headset 156g
Headset size 155x185x55mm
USB-A dongle (optional) 8x17x22mm

STRUCTURE
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